The Lights Immortal

In this world when the downfall in religion sets in, when visa-vis human values, aggression, force, bigotry, political injustice,
social hatred, pride and madness amidst abundance of money enter
society or the political atmosphere, then, the king becomes a butcher;
nothing worth the name of religion remains in his rule. The Master,
the king of kings, proclaims thus The Age of Machines has become a cutter,
And the kings have become butchers.
Righteousness has taken wings and fled.
In the pitch dark night of falsehood,
It is not possible to see
Where the moon of truth risen be.

ÕÇñ ÕÅåÆ ðÅÜ¶ ÕÅÃÅÂÆ èðî¹ ê³Ö ÕÇð À°âÇðÁÅ¨
Õ±ó° ÁîÅòÃ ÃÚ¹ Ú¿çÌîÅ çÆÃË éÅÔÆ ÕÔ ÚÇóÁÅ¨
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As oppression increases, the pitch darkness of ignorance
obscures everything, man descends to the level of beasts; the power

in the mind of man to know truth from falsehood, righteousness
from unrighteousness, justice from injustice gets lost in the darkness
of ignorance. The pain of this condition of the world reaches the
Master of billions of universes. Then from His own Primal Being,
he sends His very self in the universes upon universes, which
assuming a human body is meant to destroy this ignorance and
oppression. If the disease grows and spreads in the body of the
society, an able doctor considers it necessary that those parts which
have become infected, must be cut off. Amputations on account of
cancer are common, as we know. Similarly when the light lighting
up the world gets obscured, then, spiritual masters, teachers,
incarnations of God (i.e. God in flesh and blood as Jesus is considered
to be), prophets, great holy men, under the inspiration of God, in
complete obedience to His will, adopt a number of methods to guide
society and the powers that be. At some places they have to be
brought back to their senses by using mental powers; at others, the
lives of the manmukhs (those turned away from God and the Guru)
enveloped in the incurable darkness have to be finished by the use
of arms; at others, by giving a message of love and affection as a
Guru, the darkness is ended from inside their minds. Thus as is the
need so is the personality God continues to send in the world in
the form of a Guru, or an incarnation or a prophet.
The Tenth Guru (Guru Gobind Singh Ji) while telling us about
his appearance in this world has said that God assigned him a special
mission and ordered him to create a society based on the religion
whose path is pure through and through, whose path is untouched
by superstition and unaffected by the outer garbs, a path which is
free from hatred, heart burning, enmity, hostility, lust, anger,
attachment, ego, ill-will and calumny. Guru, the king of kings,
enlightening us, says that in accordance with the will of the Timeless
One, it was proclaimed that I, giving you the status of my son, send
you for the fulfillment of a special mission. In India the pain of
injustice and oppression is on the increase for upwards of seven to
eight hundred years; cruel rulers who come to attack and conquer
India are crushing underfoot men and women of India. Neither is
Indian woman shown any respect nor does Indian man get a
breathing space. Pulling down their places of worship, lacs of hearts
are broken. All this is done in the name of religion. In the name of
religion sin is termed as purity. Stuck up in this thick darkness,
people have become lifeless, they have no courage left in them. They
have gone so low in this atmosphere of fear that they have forgotten
their sense of pride. Said God, the Primal Lord, that I am sending
you in the world so that you may start the path of truth and remove
the blind thinking mixed up with righteousness. Oppression has even
ended the power to know what is wisdom and what is unwisdom.
Adopting unwisdom, man is suffering. Guru, the king of kings,
requests, “O God, I’ve looked very carefully, the whole world is
burning. Heavy darkness has spread and this path which is called

the spiritual path, can make progress if You, God Almighty place
your strengthening and pure hand on my back. In his own words,
it reads “I declare thee my son.
I have made you preach the Path (Pure).
Wheresoever you start your religion,
Check the people from going astray.

îË ÁêéÅ Ã¹å å°ÇÔ ÇéòÅÜÅÍ ê³æ êÌÚ¹ð Õðì¶ ÕÀ° ÃÅÜÅÍ
ÜÔÅ åÔÅ åË èðî¹ ÚñÅÇÂÍ Õì¹Çè Õðé å¶ ñ¯Õ ÔàÅÇÂÍ
Folding my hands I spoke with my head bowed ;
The Panth (The path pure) will endure in the world,
When you lend a helping hand.”

áÅã íï¯ îË Ü¯Çð Õð, ìÚé ÕÔÅ ÇÃð ÇéÁÅÇÂÍ
ê³æ ÚñË åì Ü×å îË, Üì å°î ÕðÔ¹ ÃÔÅÇÂÍ ìÇÚµåð éÅàÕ
Guru, the great king, while telling the world about his
objective, proclaims that I have been sent in the world for this very
purpose; I have no enmity towards anyone; I love all; don’t think
that I come assuming the airs of God in the world. That Primal Lord
is unreachable, unknowable. He is in the form of unity and I am a
slave of His. Therefore, do not commit a mistake by just taking me
for God because God is unreachable, unknowable, unique; nobody
can know His limits. He exists in His fullness in all; He exists as
ever-burning flame in everyone. I am His slave. Let no doubt enter
your minds. Just think that I have put on a human form in order to
carry out the order of That Primal Lord. I am to watch the drama of
the world and my task lies in victory of truth and defeat of
falsehood. He proclaims On this account God sent me
Then I took birth and came into the world;
As He spoke to me so I speak to men.
I bear no enmity towards anyone.
All who call me Supreme Being
Shall fall into the pit of hell, crying.
Recognize me as God’s servant only.
Have no doubt whatever of this, really
I am the slave of the Supreme Being.
And have come to watch the world drama playing.
I tell the world what God told me,
And through fear of mortals not silent be.

Ú½êÂÆÍ ÇÂÔ ÕÅðÇé êÌí î¯ÇÔ êáÅï¯Í
åì îË Ü×å Üéî èÇð ÁÅï¯Í
ÇÜî Çåé ÕÔÆ ÇåéË Çåî ÕÇÔ Ô¯ºÍ
ÁÀ°ð ÇÕÃÈ å¶ ìËð é ×ÇÔ Ô¯ºÍ31Í
Ü¯ Ôî Õ¯ êðî¶Ãð À°ÚÇð ÔËºÍ
å¶ Ãí éðÕ Õ°¿â îÇÔ êÇð ÔËºÍ

î¯ Õ¯ çÅÃ åòé ÕÅ ÜÅé¯Í
ïÅ îË í¶ç é ð¿Ú êÛÅé¯Í31Í
îË Ô¯ êðî ê¹ðÖ Õ¯ çÅÃÅÍ
ç¶Öé ÁÅï¯ Ü×å åîÅÃÅÍ32Í
Ü¯ êÌí Ü×Çå ÕÔÅ Ã¯ ÕÇÔ Ô¯ºÍ
ÇîÌå ñ¯Õ å¶ î¯é é ðÇÔ Ô¯ºÍ33Í

ìÇÚµåð éÅàÕ

Thus in order to do this task I have assumed a human form.
My mission will proceed in two ways. With love and affection,
teaching detachment, meditation and knowledge, I’ll end the
darkness from the mind of man and he will be made aware that he
is not body, he is not mind, he is not intellect, he is not
consciousness, nor is he just a creature, he is a unit of God; he is the
ever-burning flame of the self same soul. In short, man will be taught
the spiritual recognition of the self. The body which has got the
incurable disease of ignorance and evils and which is in the grip of
deep darkness of ignorance, will be made to fight on the world stage
and sent to assume a new body.
So do not think that I will do something inspired by the
example of some previous religion. Keeping myself above all sects
and creeds, I will accomplish the task assigned to me by God
impartially. Telling about himself he proclaims I do not hesitate in any way,
The message of God to convey.
Without bowing to any garb or creed
Of God’s Name on this earth, I sow the seed.
Neither idol worship nor wearing holy garb do I expound.
Through attaining the highest Truth, and singing God’s glory
will be found.
I will neither grow long knots of hair
Nor any religious marks on my arms bear.
A life devoted to serving God is all for which I long.
I remember His Name, my only Eternal Friend;
No other do I repeat, nor any other law do I defend,
In Your Name permanently dyed
I will remain free from vanity and pride.
In Your meditation by being absorbed
Innumerable sins will be washed.
With Your true nature now being one
I will not expect any other gifts given.
All pain and misery go away
Remembering Your Name all the way.

ÕÇÔú êÌíÈ Ã¹ íÅÇÖ Ô¯ºÍ ÇÕÃÈ é ÕÅé ðÅÇÖ Ô¯ºÍ
ÇÕÃÈ é í¶Ö íÆÜ Ô¯ºÍ Áñ¶Ö ìÆÜ ìÆÜ Ô¯ºÍ34Í
êÖÅä êÈÜ Ô¯º éÔÄÍ é í¶Ö íÆÜ Ô¯º ÕÔÄÍ
Áé§å éÅî¹ ×ÅÇÂ Ô¯ºÍ êðî ê¹ðÖ êÅÇÂ Ô¯ºÍ35Í
ÜàÅ é ÃÆÃ èÅÇð Ô¯ºÍ é î³¹çzÕÅ Ã¹èÅÇð Ô¯ºÍ

é ÕÅé ÕÅÔÈ ÕÆ èð¯ºÍ ÕÇÔú êÌíÈ Ã¯ îË Õð¯ºÍ36Í
íÜ¯º Ã¹ Â¶Õ éÅîï¿Í Ü¹ ÕÅî Ãðì áÅîï¿Í
é ÜÅê ÁÅé Õ¯ Üê¯Í é ÁÀ°ð æÅêéÅ æê¯Í37Í
ÇìÁ¿å éÅî ÇèÁÅÇÂ Ô¯ºÍ êðî Ü¯Çå êÅÇÂ Ô¯ºÍ
é ÇèÁÅé ÁÅé Õ¯ èð¯ºÍ é éÅî ÁÅé À°Úð¯ºÍ38Í
åò¼Õ éÅî ð¼Çåï¿Í é ÁÅé îÅé î¼Çåï¿Í
êð¼î ÇèÁÅé èÅðï¿Í Áé§å êÅê àÅðÆï¿Í 39 Í
å°î¶ò ðÈê ðÅÇÚï¿Í é ÁÅé çÅé îÅÇÚï¿Í
åò¼Õ éÅî À°ÚÅÇðÁ³Í Áé§å çÈÖ àÅÇðÁ³Í 40 Í ìÇÚµåð éÅàÕ
Catching hold of the wicked and the vicious, I’ll scatter them,
too; I’ll make them follow the path of righteousness also; and I will
tear up wickedness which has its roots in darkness.
In this way accepting a very big responsibility, Respected Guru
Gobind Singh Ji, the great king, appeared in the world.
If we look at his life carefully, we can easily understand all
the things mentioned above. He gave shape and form to such a
society in the world which is pure through and through. It did not
mislead, it was unadulterated. He said that to enjoy the essence of
the spiritual self after having recognized it, to melt one’s existence
in that spiritual self and to live a life of truth, this will constitute
the visible form of the pure life (life of the Khalsa Panth) and so
great will its glory be that even gods and goddesses will not be
able to know it. The chief gods of Heaven will long for the company
of the Khalsa.
Their way of life the sole Name of God.
They find peace in singing praises of the Lord.
To them friends and enemies are alike, brother,
And other than their God they know not another.
Millions upon millions of sins they wash.
They are removers of sufferings, givers of life.
Heroic warriors, men of their word,
Even Maya (illusion) by saints was deceived.
The gods and angels long for their company.
Their blessed glimpse never fruitless be.
Serving them always bears fruit.
Nanak with hands folded prays,
O Lord, storehouse of virtues, bless me with saints' service.

òðåÇä ÜÅ ÕË Õ¶òñ éÅî¨ Áéç ðÈê ÕÆðåé° ÇìÃÌÅî¨
Çîåz Ãåz ÜÅ ÕË Â¶Õ ÃîÅéË¨ êÌí Áê¹é¶ Çìé° Áòð¹ é ÜÅéË¨
Õ¯Çà Õ¯Çà ÁØ ÕÅàéÔÅðÅ¨ ç¹Ö çÈÇð Õðé ÜÆÁ Õ¶ çÅåÅðÅ¨
ÃÈðìÆð ìÚé Õ¶ ìñÆ¨ ÕÀ°ñÅ ìê¹ðÆ Ã¿åÆ ÛñÆ¨
åÅ ÕÅ Ã¿×¹ ìÅÛÇÔ Ã¹ðç¶ò¨ Áî¯Ø çðÃ¹ Ãëñ ÜÅ ÕÆ Ã¶ò¨
Õð Ü¯Çó éÅéÕ° Õð¶ ÁðçÅÇÃ¨ î¯ÇÔ Ã¿åÔ àÔñ çÆÜË
×¹äåÅÇÃ¨
P. 392

The glory of a saint belongs to him, not to any other.
Says Nanak, no difference between God and his saint, brother.

ÃÅè ÕÆ Ã¯íÅ ÃÅè ìÇé ÁÅÂÆ¨
éÅéÕ ÃÅè êÌí í¶ç¹ é íÅÂÆ¨

P. 272

And proclaims he, the great Guru He alone is the godly Khalsa pure
Who has tasted the soul essence.
God, me and him are just one,
Without even a little bit of difference.

ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ Ã¯ ÔË õÅñÃ ç¶ò¨
êÌí îÇÔ î¯ îÇÔ åÅÃ îÇÔ ð¿ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶ò¨
Sarb Loh Granth
The life of the Respected Tenth Guru is a life of great struggle
because on the one hand, it was very difficult to awaken people
petrified by deep darkness who had become unconscious; on the
other hand the forces of unrighteousness were eager to choke the
voice of righteousness. Any further commentary on this will make
the explanation very lengthy. To cut short, at that time the different
orders in the sphere of religion were at daggers drawn with each
other and dogmatism ruled to such an extent that, a person with
convictions contrary to one’s own, was not even considered a human
being. He would be killed, his household would be looted, his
women folk were molested, and his children were made slaves which
was considered a good deed. Those who caused this darkness were
the Emperors, their Prime Ministers and other ministers, quazis, (the
judges of Muslim religious code), mullahs, (the Muslim priests), who
had come from the west of India. They had adapted the definition
of religion in accordance with their interests and called them doers
of good deeds by calling every sin a good deed. No matter whether
they ruled in the hills in the Hindu guise or whether they ruled
from the throne of Delhi in the Muslim garb, the narrow minded
rulers and the political power were eager to crush the loud voice
raised for righteousness and peace by the Tenth Master. Guru, the
emperor, proclaimed that I have no enmity towards anyone; I am
only paving the way of the Religion of humanity. This voice of the
Guru greatly pricked the kings because they were afraid of the daring
of their subjects who were becoming religious and who were getting
to know their rights. The Guru emperor says that the hills chiefs
banded against him when he was putting up at Paunta Sahib and
Fateh Chand the ruler of that area along with all the hill chiefs
attacked him without any provocation from his side.
At that time in the light of spiritualism he was producing a
lot of literature on all the religions in a pure form. Says he Fateh Shah, the king then became angry
For no reason he took up arms against me.

ëå¶ ÃÅÔ Õ¯êÅ åÇì ðÅÜÅÍ
ñ¯Ô êðÅ Ôî Ã¯ Çìé° ÕÅÜÅÍ
Bachittar Natak
(Autobiography of the Tenth Guru)
the battle was imposed on me. I never wanted that anyone should
be attacked and his territory be snatched from him. I had no
alternative left because my father (Guru Teg Bahadur) and
grandfather (Guru Arjun Dev) who had gone to the greatest lengths
putting up with tortures peacefully, had already borne so disgusting
tortures; to get martyred at the hands of those tyrants without lifting
a finger had no importance because non-violence had been practiced
to the farthest extreme. Those tortures were wearing down the
patience of the great Gurus. Although they were masters of the occult
powers, yet remaining within human limits, they sacrificed
themselves in an attempt to open the eyes of the tyrant. No one
wants wars. All want to live in peace and happiness. But when no
course is left, it is rightful to take up arms against arms for self
protection; and to gather people with the same views to wipe out
wickedness. Rather religion demands that it is no use getting
yourself beheaded like cowards. Lay down your lives like the brave
people. Sikhism, the Guru’s path, wishing the well-being of the
entire world, prays, O Wondrous God! Save the burning world; by
whichsoever way it can be delivered, deliver it. The religion in which
so vast a philosophy is found, hostility to anyone is out of the
question.
Farid, do good for evil,
In your heart keep no anger.
Thus shall your body be free from disease
And you shall obtain everything.

ëðÆçÅ ì¹ð¶ çÅ íñÅ ÕÇð ×¹ÃÅ îÇé é ÔãÅÇÂ¨
ç¶ÔÆ ð¯×¹ é ñ×ÂÆ êñË Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° êÅÇÂ¨

P. 1391

In this way the entire life of Guru Gobind Singh, the great
king, was passing correcting wickedness and trying to spread the
light of truth. He had kept 52 poets and 50 writers in his court to
transcribe the entire ancient literature. The Poet Mangal was given
Rs. 60,000 of those times for translating a chapter of the Mahabharta;
and he was given so many gifts that the Guru sent 200 soldiers, with
still more gifts, to carry them home to the poet.
About fourteen times attacks were launched on Guru, the
emperor. The warriors, who had risen in the form of the Khalsa in
defence of truth and righteousness always fought off these attacks.
Those who launched these attacks had untold number of soldiers in
their armies, their weapons of war, also, were too numerous to learn
to use. With limited resources at their disposal the beloved disciples
of Guru, the emperor, strengthening themselves with truth, continued
to fight a determined battle with Aurangzeb and the chiefs of 22
hill ranges. At last the political power of the whole of India

comprising the armies of the chiefs of 22 hill states, untold millions
of Aurangzeb’s army and misled by participation in a crusade, the
dacoits (whose heads were turned) joined hands in this battle, the
total number of the armies roughly being put at 10 lakhs. On the
other side the Guru had neither great supplies of food, nor a big
store house of weapons. It was a most unequal battle but Guru, the
emperor’s words were, that I’ll make sparrows tear hawks,
I’ll make one fight against a lakh and a quarter.

ÇÚóÆúº Ã¶ îËº ìÅÜ å°óÅúºÍ ÃòÅ ñÅÖ Ã¶ Â¶Õ ñóÅÀ±ºÍ
This miracle could now be clearly seen taking place. The siege
lasted six or more months. In the forts of the Guru, the emperor,
the storehouse of food and weapons fell to a very limited level. The
Khalsa army boiled the leaves of the trees and drank the water.
They mixed the barks of the trees in the flour and ate it up. Because
the siege lasted long even the besiegers were upset. They tried to
convince the Guru by placing the letter bearing Aurangzeb’s
signature along with the Quran on a plate. The Hindu hill chiefs
placed the sacred Gita on a plate and in the same plate they placed
a cow modelled by them and promised that swearing to protect the
honour of the Gita and the cow, they reveal truth in their hearts
that if you evacuate the fort, you can live wherever you please.
Similarly those owing allegiance to the Quran took an oath on the
Quran and offering the sacred Quran as guarantor said that we the
followers of Prophet Mohammad’s sacred text request you to
evacuate the fort. You leave Anandpur Sahib, and go wherever you
please, no inconvenience will be caused to you. Guru, the king of
kings, knew that these treacherous people neither believe in God
nor are they righteous. They are just striking at the root of their

religion for their selfish interests. Therefore the offering of the Gita
by the hill chiefs as guarantor and the swearing on the Quran by
those who owe allegiance to the Quran is a deception. It is their
sheer shamelessness. Listening to the requests of the disciples, Guru
the emperor, made up his mind to evacuate the fort; although he
knew that these so-called believers (of Islam) and goddess
worshippers are completely hollow from within. Their belief in the
Quran and the others’ belief in gods and goddesses is playing a trick
for their own interests. In this way Guru, the emperor, taught that
no doubt the whole world respects the scriptures of their own faith
but it is also the duty of the saints to respect the religious symbols
of others. Setting a precedent of respect for the symbols of other
faiths, Guru, the emperor, evacuated the fort on December 20, 1704,
(in the Samvat era six Posh 1761) on Wednesday after midnight.
Great is Guru Gobind Singh, the emperor, who by respecting the
scriptures of other faiths to the greatest extent, showed that the word
of God whether it is in Arabic or in Sanskrit or in any other language
is worthy of the fullest respect. To have faith in that word of God is
greatest. No sooner was the fort evacuated than the cunning rulers,
paying heed neither to the sacredness of the Quran nor to the Gita
and the cow, set all their armies on a handful of disciples of the
Guru and ordered that all should be surrounded and done to death.
Let no person be allowed to escape alongwith Guru Gobind Singh.
From Anandpur Sahib to the banks of the Sirsa river a fierce battle
was fought.
Here another miraculous event will not be out of place to
mention.
The Respected Guru, in order not to let the ambrosial time of
the morning of 7 Poh go waste, began the singing of the Ode in the
Asa measure (As Di Vaar). On one side a fierce battle is raging, and
on the other the great soul essence of the love of God is being
enjoyed by concentrating the mental eddies of the mind. To body
he preferred the singing of hymns being done in order to remember
God. Here the Sirsa river flows through a wide trough. Owing to
rain in the hilly areas, it became really very cold and foggy. The
Sirsa river is overflowing its banks and it seems that today, the river
Sirsa, too, committed a mistake of stopping the of way of Guru, the
emperor, by obstructing the sacred task of his by becoming a hurdle
in his way. That’s why Gursikhs, desciples of the Guru, to this day,
express their protest by giving five shoe blows to its running waters.
A pitched battle was fought here. Guru, the king of kings, had been
sleepless for four days and he was badly exhausted. A great literary
loss was suffered here which can never be made good because the
untiring labours of 20-22 years of Guru, the emperor, the result of
his intellectual churning, was claimed by the Sirsa as if by way of
an offering in a moment. But great was Guru, the emperor, who
bore everything as the will of God.

Leaving this place Guru, the king of kings, entered the mud
fortress of Chamkaur Sahib which was a big house (a haveli) but
situated on a high place, on December 22 in the morning. Early in
the morning an army consisting of countless soldiers came and laid
siege to the fortress. In that fortress 40 Ever-ready-to-die disciples,
marjiwaras, of his and two of his sons, the princes, were with Guru,
the Emperor. Right in the morning began the battle. The whole day
long 25 Sikhs, emerging one by one from the fortress, exemplified
the desire of the Guru of one Sikh fighting a lakh and a quarter.
No one showed any signs of fear. From the fortress for miles
around a vast militia could be seen. It appeared as if a flood of
armies had come. One more than the other, all were eager to reach
the fortress. 25 Singhs fought till noon. As the heat of the sun began
to decline, they sacrificed themselves, being cut to ribbons. But it
was wonderful to watch that no one showed any sign of
discouragement nor did anyone throw down his arms. They wielded
weapons till the very last breath. After this his eldest son, Prince
Ajit Singh, who was aged about 18, asked permission from Guru,
the emperor, saying, King of Kings, kindly allow me, too, to make
my body successful by fighting in a determined way in this yagna
of a battle being waged for the protection of humanity. Cheerfully
Guru, the king of kings, allowed him to do so. With his own blessed
hands, he adorned him with the weapons. The prince rode his horse
and accompanied by five singhs entered this surging host of the
enemy. Writing of that time, the love gushing poet, Yogi Allah Yaar
Khan, says thus Out comes the beloved son of Gobind from the fortress
Look there; out comes the king from the fortress.
Out comes he riding a horse from the fortress.
Out comes he, sword in hand, from the fortress
Of that sword what praise can be sung
With this sword of the tongue
Out that came from the sheath.
No song this sword tongue of mine could breathe.

×¯Çì¿ç Õ¶ Çç¼ñçÅð ÇÕñ·¶ Ã¶ ÇéÕñ ÁÅÂ¶Í
òÔ¹ ç¶ÖÆÂ¶ ÃðÕÅð ÇÕñ¶ Ã¶ ÇéÕñ ÁÅÂ¶Í
Ø¯ó¶ êË Ô¯ ÁÃòÅð ÇÕñ¶ Ã¶ ÇéÕñ ÁÅÂ¶Í
ñ¶ ÔÅæ î¶º åñòÅð ÇÕñ·¶ Ã¶ ÇéÕñ ÁÅÂ¶Í
ÇÕÁÅ òÃë Ô¯ À°Ã å¶× ÕÅ ÇÂÃ å¶×¶ Ü¹ìÅé Ã¶Í
òÔ¹ ÇîÁÅé Ã¶ ÇéÕñÆ éÔÄ ÇéÕñÆ ï¶Ô òÔ» Ã¶Í
ÃëðéÅî» å¶ ÷ëðéÅîÅ, Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÂÆôð ÇÃ¿Ø ÜÆ éÅðÅ
Seeing the skill of Respected Ajit Singh in using weapons,
even the enemy cried, “Brave, brave” because so fast was the
sword moving and cutting that even the eyes could not follow its
movement. The speed of his moving sword was no less than the
speed of lightning. About his weapons, too, the same poet writes
-

Like any other that sword was a sword,
But was that a sword, O my Lord!
We don't know that that was a sword.
It was bloody, it was blood-hungry.
It was a calamity, it was a catastrophe.
Was it of water, steel or lightning flash made.
That sword was the mother of Death's Lord.
The god of death stood in attendance,
Highly busy in his special amusement.

ÒåñòÅð ÃÆ, åñòÅð æÆ ÇÕÁÅ ÜÅéÆÂ¶ ÇÕÁÅ æÆÍ
ÖÈ¿ÖÅð æÆ, ÖÈ¿é ìÅÜ æÆ ÁÅëå æÆ ìñÅ æÆÍ
æÆ ÁÅì ïÅ ë½ñÅç êË ÇìÜñÆ ÕÆ Ü¼ñÅ æÆÍ
Òïî ðÅÜÓ ÕÆ Á³î» æÆ òÔ¹ ôîô¶ð Õ¼÷Å æÆÍ
Áðçñ îËº ÇìÚÅð¶ ÒîñÕ¼ñ î½åÓ Öó¶ æ¶
Áêé¶ ô¹×ñ¶ ÖÅÃ îËº îô¼×Èñ ìó¶ æ¶Í ô¶Áð 88

ÃëðéÅîÅ

These very five Singhs fought away for many hours. But in
the beginning it so happened that the generals of the armies of the
hill chiefs, the Nawab and the Moghuls ordered to watch the art of
fighting of the Prince. They are six Singhs and against them only
one-to-one fight should be fought. Thanking God, cowards among
the enemies retreated. But those with pride in their bravery came
forward, one by one, to face them. History tells us that the six of

these delivered 150 soldiers of the tyrants to eternal sleep with the
touch of their swords. Then breaking all the rules, the soldiers of
the wicked armies fell on them. Prince Ajit Singh, fighting alone,
had gone a long way off. At last, he is trapped in a great siege just

as Abhimanyu in the battle in Mahabharta got stuck up in the
defensive works of the fort when he went to break the circular
formation (Chakarvyuh) and could not get out. The sword of Prince
Ajit Singh broke. And he plunged his small spear into an armoured
Moghul soldier, which piercing the armour, got stuck up in the
bones; disarmed thus, he became a martyr. Having sacrificed his pure
body, he entered the Deathless City of God. His fight gave a lot of
zeal to the remaining Singhs in the fortress. Among the remaining
Singhs was included Prince Jujhar Singh, aged 14, who was the second
beloved son of the Tenth Master. He came forward and said, “Dear
Father, my elder brother has attained martyrdom. I’ll not lag behind
from him. Although physically my age is small yet because of the
strength granted by you, immeasurable force has entered me. Allow
me to fight.” Guru, the king of kings, patted him on the back. Small
sized arms were sported in his belt. Giving the small sized sword
and bow, the Guru showered parental love on him. Making him ride
a horse, he gave five Singhs to accompany him and said, “My dear
son, today justice is fighting against injustice. This fight will not end
with our martyrdom. It’s a long battle. Unrighteousness is to be
conquered. Go! you, too, make an offering of your body in this great
task.”
Friends, what a moving sight which, not to speak of seeing,
we can’t even listen to a description of! Just to remove the sufferings
of the afflicted and to bring justice in the world, a dear father, who
was not to annexe any territory nor was he to snatch any other
kingdom, staked all his comforts. Today his dear son aged 14 is
about to enter the great war. There are no tears in the father’s eyes.
Being pleased, he is patting his back. Taking him in his arms, he
lifted him and showered love on him. He kissed the forehead, patted
his back and said, “You also make your offering in this struggle for
freedom. One who is born in the world is sure to die. You attain to
that state where great celibates, yogis, alms-givers can’t reach. Giving
expression to all that incident, Yogi Allah Yaar clothed it in words
thus In a voice emotion-charged spoke Guru Gobind Singh.
I have brought you up with love spoke Guru Gobind Singh.
From the beginning I never checked you spoke Guru Gobind
Singh.
To this little brave warrior spoke Guru Gobind Singh.
Come let me adorn your pure body with weapons.
Let me adorn your pure body with a little bow and a small
sword.

ÒíðÅÂÆ ÃÆ ÁÅòÅ÷ îË ì¯ñ¶ ×¹ðÈ ×¯Çì¿ç ÇÃ¿ØÍ
êÅñÅ ÔË å°î¶º éÅ÷ Ã¶ ì¯ñ¶ ×¹ðÈ ×¯Çì¿ç ÇÃ¿ØÍ
ð¯ÕÅ éÔÄ ÁÅ×Å÷ Ã¶ ì¯ñ¶ ×¹ðÈ ×¯Çì¿ç ÇÃ¿ØÍ
ÇÂÃ é§é·¶ Ã¶ ÜÅé ìÅ÷ Ã¶ ì¯ñ¶ ×¹ðÈ ×¯Çì¿ç ÇÃ¿ØÍ
ñ¯! ÁÅÀ° å¼é êÅÕ êË ÔÇæÁÅð ÃÜÅ ç¶ºÍ

Û¯àÆ ÃÆ, Õî»-é§é·Æ ÃÆ åñòÅð ÃÜÅ ç¶ºÍ

(Couplet No. 104)

Lo! go find your goal to the Creator I hand you over.
Either die or kill, to the Creator I hand you over.
Don’t forget God! to the Creator I hand you over.
Make Sikhism prosper! to the Creator I hand you over.
May the Wondrous God grant you courage to fight.
If thirsty, God grant you the cup of martyrdom bright.

ñ¯! ÜÅÀ° ÇÃèÅð¯ å°î¶ ÕðåÅð Õ¯ Ã½ºêÅÍ
îð ÜÅÀ°-ïÅ-îÅð¯! å°î¶º ÕðåÅð Õ¯ Ã½ºêÅÍ
ð¼ì Õ¯ é ÇìÃÅð¯! å°î¶º ÕðåÅð Õ¯ Ã½ºêÅÍ
ÇÃ¼ÖÆ Õ¯ À°íÅð¯! å°î¶º ÕðåÅð Õ¯ Ã½ºêÅÍ
òÅÇÔ×¹ðÈ Á¼ì Ü¿× ÕÆ å°î¶º ÇÔ¿îå ìÖô¶ºÍ
ÇêÁÅÃ¶ Ôð ÜÅå ÜÅî¶º ôÔÅçå å°î¶º ìÖô¶ºÍ
ô¶Áð A@F, ÃëðéÅîÅ
Till the setting of the sun this little being did such wonders
that they will be praised for centuries to come. I do not make
comparisons but it would not be out of place to say that in the Sri
Lankan War of Sri Rama Chander, Laxman became unconscious. Sri
Ram was bound to be moved at that time but with the picture
painted of the pathos of Sri Ram at that time in the Ramayana a
flood of tears starts even in the eyes of the reader. Similarly when
Abhimanyu died in the battle, the five Pandavas wept like children
even after being consoled by Lord Krishna. Respected Vashisht who
was the spiritual Guru of Sri Ram could not bear the shock of
separation from one hundred sons by their death and came to the
Satluj river to end his life. But the river began to flow in one
hundred streams which gave it the name of Shatdrav - the river of
one hundred waters. But great was Guru Gobind Singh Ji, the king
of kings. Describing his condition at that time, the same poet writes

Separation from Joseph moved Jacob to misery.
Is such an example found in the prophets of yore?
That he shed not a tear on the death of sons four.
Whom he got cut to pieces.
Thus Guru Gobind Singh raised the status of sages, rishis.

ïÅÕ±ì Õ¯ ï±Ãë Õ¶ ÇìÛóé¶ é¶ ð¹ñÅÇÂÁÅ,
ÃÅìð Õ¯ÂÆ Õ¿î ÁËÃÅ ðÃÈ¬¿ îË ÔË ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍ
ÕàòÅ Õ¶ ÇêÃð ÚÅð ÇÂÕ Á»ÃÈ¿ é Ç×ðÅÇÂÁÅ,
ð¹åìÅ ×¹ðÈ ×¯Çì¿ç ÇÃ¿Ø é¶ ÇðôÆúº ÕÅ ìóÅÇÂÁÅÍ

ÃëðéÅîÅ

Another friend, the editor of Sher-e-Punjab, Amar Singh makes a
mention of this incident in his poem thus Sacrificing their youths in bloom
Suppressing their desires in hearts
Not getting a drop of water at Chamkaur
Drinking their life blood

they left.
they left.

they left.
Hungry since night the sons of Lord of two worlds.
What a desire! satisfying hunger with arrows
they left.
Look! before the very eyes of the father
getting beheaded
both youths left.
O heavens! who they were, come into the world.
Carrying the load of cruetlies on heads
they left.
Thousands are the ambitions of youth in bloom.
Returning to dust themselves
they left.
The marriage party of the angels awaiting
Having been decked with grooms' head garlands
the strong warriors left.
Setting the hearts on such a fire
Not to be put out by oceans
they left.
Sacrificing in sprearheading the task of
Putting an end to sufferings
Fulfilling the promises of kindness with loyalty
they left.
The lion-hearted son of Sundari, Ajit Singh
Turning many warriors on the back
he left.
They enjoyed the kindness of Providence
O Mansur,

Having built the ruined country

they left.

À°áåÆ ÜòÅéÆÀ°º Õ¯ «¼àÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶,
ÃÆé¶ îËº ÁÅð÷ÈÂ¶º çìÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
ÚîÕ½ð îËº éÅ ìÈ¿ç ìÆ êÅäÆ ÕÆ Çîñ ÃÕÆ,
ÖÈ¿é¶ ÇÜ×ð Ã¶ ÇêÁÅÃ ì¹ÞÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
íÈÖ¶ æ¶ ðÅå Õ¶, ôÅÔÅ Ôð ç¯ ÜÔ» Õ¶ ñÅñ,
òÅÔ ÔÃðå» ÇÕ åÆð ÔÆ ÖÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
ëÇðÁÅç ÔË ÇÕ ìÅê ÕÆ ÁÅÖ¯º Õ¶ ÃÅÔîé¶,
ç¯é¯º Üò» ÇÃð ÁêéÅ ÕàòÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
ÁË ÁÅÃî»! òÔ¹ Õ½ä æ¶? ÁÅ Õð Ü¯ èð îËº,
ìÅð¶ ÇÃåî ÇÃð¯º êð À°áÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
À°áåÆ ÜòÅéÆÀ°º ÕÆ À°î³×¶º Ô÷Åð ÔÅ,
Çî¼àÆ îËº ÁÅê ÔÆ òÔ¹ ÇîñÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
æÆ î¹éåÇ÷ð ìðÅå ëÇðôå¯º ÕÆ Áðô êð,
÷¯ðÅòð Ü¯ ÇÃÔð¶ ì¿èÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
ÃÅå¯º Ãî¹¿çð¯º Ã¶ ì¹ÞÅÂÆ é ÜÅ ÃÕ¶,
ÁËÃÆ Ççñ¯º îËº ÁÅ× ñ×Å Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
ÁÅÂ¶ æ¶ ÕÅð¶ ÷Åð î¹ì¼ìå îËº ç¶ Õ¶ ÜÅé,
ÇîÔð¯ òëÅ ÕÅ ÁËÔç ÇéíÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
Ã¹¿çðÆ Õ¶ ñÅñ ô¶ð¶ ÇçñòÅð ÁÜÆå ÇÃ¿Ø,
Õ°ôå±¿ Õ¶ ê¹ôå¶ ð¼é îËº ñ×Å Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
îéÃÈð ÇÂé êË ðÇÔîå¶º êðòðç×Åð ÕÆ,
À°ÜóÅ ÔÈÁÅ òåé Ü¯ ìÃÅ Õð Úñ¶ ×Â¶Í
Ã. Áîð ÇÃ¿Ø ÜÆ ÁËâÆàð ô¶ðÆ ÃëðéÅîÅ ê³éÅ AIF
The battle came to a standstill. Eleven brave Sikhs were left
with Guru, the emperor, twenty nine having attained martyrdom.
According to the philosophical thought of the Guru, death must
come; the numbered breaths having been drawn, a living being
departs from the world casting off the body. It says in the Guru

Granth Sahib Fixed is the number of days and breaths
That to each by the Creator are given.
Says Nanak they are fools strong,
Who gripped by doubt and attachment want life to prolong.

ÙÇä ØÅñ¶ Ãí ÇçòÃ ÃÅÃ éÔ ìãé Øàé Çå« ÃÅð¨
ÜÆòé ñ¯ðÇÔ íðî î¯Ô éÅéÕ å¶À± ×òÅð¨

P. 254

If by running from death one could save oneself
Then one can run in directions four.
But he finds death sword in hand ahead
That cuts him from which he had fled.
No one ever reached such a door
Where one saved oneself from its strike, for sure.
Fool, why not laughing take shelter
From which there is no escape anywhere?

Ü¯ ÕÔÈ¿ ÕÅñ å¶ íÅÜ ÕË ìÅÚïå å½ ÚÔ¹ Õ¿¹à ÇìÖ¶ íÜ Ü¼ïËÍ
ÁÅ×¶ ÔÈ¿ ÕÅñ èð¶ ÁÇÃ ×ÅÜå ÛÅÜå ÔË ÇÜÔå¯ éÃ ÁïËÍ
ÁËÃ¯ é ÕË ×ï¯ Õ¯ À±Ã¹ çÅòð¶ ÜÅÇÔ À°êÅò Ã¯ ØÅò ìÚïËÍ
ÜÅå¶ é Û±àÆÁË îÈó ÕÔÈ¿ ÔÃ åÅÕÆ é ÇÕÀ°º ÃðéÅ×å ê¼ïËÍ
åòÅðÆÖ ÖÅñÃÅ, ê³éÅ - IHB
The besiegers whose bravery was recognized through the
length and breadth of India were the leaders including Nahar Khan,
Haibat Khan, Ismael Khan, Usman Khan, Sultan Khan, Khwaja Khijjar
Khan, Jahan Khan, Najib Khan, Mian Khan, Dilawar Khan, Said
Khan, Jabardast Khan, Wajid Khan, Gulbeg Khan etc. The great
warriors of Guru, the emperor, were Atam Singh, Man Singh, Daya
Singh, Mohkam Singh etc one surpassing all the others. Night had
fallen. The singhs after a careful thought resolved that in the form
of Five Beloveds a request must be made to Guru, the emperor, that,
whether using occult power or whether using human power, he
must escape from the battle and remake the Panth. On repeated
requests, he accepted the proposal which was in the form of a
Hukamnama ( a letter of order).
Guru, the king of kings, made Bhai Sangat Singh who
resembled the Guru in every feature of the face, sit on his seat and
gave him his dress. Then he uttered the holy words that Five Singhs,
the teacher of teachers, the very image of the Guru, will always
remain undifferentiated from him. Till downfall from the lofty
principles does not set in, I will look after the Khalsa PanthThe Panth Khalsa (The Path Pure) is
The crop sown by me
And I’ll look after it, surely.

ê³æ ÖÅñÃÅ Ö¶åÆ î¶ðÆÍ ÕðÔÈ¿ Ã¿íÅñ îË ÇåÃ Õ¶ðÆÍ
Ãðì ñ¯Ô ×Ì¿æ

At that time Guru, the emperor, gave his bow and many
hundreds of arrows to Brother Sangat Singh and said, “Sitting here,
go on slowly shooting the arrows. Making the four of Bhai Ram
Singh, Kehar Singh, Santokh Singh, and Deva Singh sit in the four
towers, he ordered them to slowly fire the musket shots; and he
ordered Jiwan Singh Mazabi and Katha Singh Ravidasia to strike the
kettledrum, the Nagara. After fully arming the three of Bhai Daya
Singh, Dharam Singh and Man Singh, the Guru emerged from the
small door of the fortress to enter the royal army. At that time Guru,
the emperor, thought it not at all well to escape by stealth.
Upholding the principles of bravery and the lofty principles of
humanity, he cried out in a loud voice that the teacher (pir) of India
is going (Pir-e-Hind meravid). The night was dark. Pitch darkness
enveloped the place. The visibility being very low, the army fought
among themselves to death.
Guru, the emperor, reaches Machhiwara, from where seated on
a cot, he escapes as pir (teacher) of Uch.
But he was surrounded by five thousand strong army, who,
doubting lest this pir should be Guru Gobind Singh, stopped his way.
Next day Qazi Pir Mohammad of Saloh who had taught Persian to
Guru, the Emperor, was sent for. Sayad Inayat Ali of Nurpur and
Sayad Hassan Ali of Mothu Majra were also sent for. They said that
the teacher of teachers (piran-pir) is travelling, and you have
committed a grave mistake. By holding him up, you have shown
disrespect to a Perfect Teacher (Kamal Pir) which will not be forgiven
even in the court of Allah, God. Gani Khan and Nabi Khan were
also with him, then. That army officer who had detained the Guru
bowed low, and the cot of Guru, the Emperor, was put down only
more than five miles ahead. Travelling in this manner, he reached

Rai Kala at Rai Kot. When Rai Kala heard the story of the Guru, he
was immensely moved. Guru, the emperor, sent Mahi to Sirhind to
bring the news of the younger princes, his very young sons. On
return from Sirhind, he wept and wept, telling the whole story.
Hearing of the martyrdom of the younger princes and the mother,
such a flood of tears flowed from the eyes of Rai Kala and others
who sat at the feet of the Guru, that it would not stop. This is the
will of God, said the Guru, which we call inevitability, whatever is
to happen must come to pass. Whether one is a child, or a grownup inevitability must come to pass. Mahi said, “O True king, your
servant, Gangu of Kheri, turned dishonest and stole whatever money
the mother had. He did not stop at that. He informed the police at
Morinda and had the princes arrested. Speaking in front of all the
listeners, Mahi said that, without giving any blanket or sheet and
with whatever clothes they were wearing, they were imprisoned in
the cold tower where there was no protection from the cold wind.
In the lap of their grandmother, the princes whose ages are
said to be 5 & 7 years are lying. And they are talking with the
grandmother, “Grannie, how is father, the Guru, doing? Where are
our brothers? Where have we come here?” The mother (who in

reality was a grandmother to them) read out the Sukhmani Sahib
(The Psalm of Peace) to them saying, “Sons, the greatest thing in
the world is to remain faithful to one’s religion. All must depart
from this world but to sacrifice one’s life for the sake of one’s
religion falls to the lot of a great man. The character-sheet of your
father is unblemished . It does not seem likely to me that they will
release us from here, it’s possible that they will ask us to convert to
Islam. You should not stain the character sheet of your father.
Prince Zorawar Singh said, Grannie, the Primal Lord is just
one, He Himself manifests Himself, as you have just read Owner of all places is the Being Supreme
Wherever He lives gets named in this dream.
Our power to act comes from Him;
What pleases the Lord some day must happen.
Endlessly manifesting as waves of creation
Is God, His ways not subject to interpretation.
Only known by the light He gives
The Almighty ever lives.
Always, always, always merciful, kind
Remember, remember Him joy to find.

êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ Ã×ñ¶ áÅÀ°¨
ÇÜå° ÇÜå° ØÇð ðÅÖË åËÃÅ Çåé éÅÀ°¨
ÁÅê¶ Õðé ÕðÅòé Ü¯×¹¨
êÌí íÅòË Ã¯ÂÆ ë¹Çé Ô¯×¹¨
êÃÇðú ÁÅÇê Ô¯ÇÂ Áéå åð¿×¨
ñÖ¶ é ÜÅÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ ð¿×¨
ÜËÃÆ îÇå ç¶ÇÂ åËÃÅ êð×ÅÃ¨
êÅðìÌÔî¹ ÕðåÅ ÁÇìéÅÃ¨
ÃçÅ ÃçÅ ÃçÅ çÇÂÁÅñ¨
ÇÃîÇð ÇÃîÇð éÅéÕ íÂ¶ ÇéÔÅñ¨
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Owing to ignorance, being gripped by ego-disease, being
separated from God, the Wondrous, and acquiring the status of a
mere being, man is suffering. All religions teach this very truth that
after getting enlightened through an All-capable Guru, this world
for a man becomes the very image of God. Islam, Aryan religion &
Sikhism are all one, then why on the pain of death are forcible
conversions made or tensions created between them.
Said the Mother, “Dear children, this is the very thing that
Sikhism clarifies. The father of Prahlad, forcibly, turned him away
from the meditation of God on the pain of death, but Prahalad’s
divine eyes, being open, he saw God in everybody and in everything.
God protected him. Dear children this world is the expansion of only
one soul and at every place there is the same Primal element. Your
father has said like this Being one image, He appears in many forms.
He himself has assumed many forms.
Playing many games,
Yet He plays none,
In the end becomes one.
Â¶Õ îÈðÇå Áé¶Õ çðÃé ÕÆé ðÈê Áé¶Õ¨
Ö¶ñ Ö¶ñ ÁÖ¶ñ Ö¶ñé Á³å Õ¯ Çëð Â¶Õ¨

(Jaap Sahib)

In this world nothing is born and nothing dies. Everywhere
the light of the Formless God is playing the game in different forms.
As In the earth, in the sky
There pervades a light in all.
It can’t be added to,

Nothing can be substracted from it
Nor can we cut it.

ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ¶ ÇìÖË Ãî¼ÃÇå Â¶Õ Ü¯å ÔË¨
é ØÅà ÔË é ìÅã ÔË é ØÅÇà ìÅÇã Ô¯å ÔË¨
Akal Ustat (In Praise of the Timeless)
A life of indiscipline which lacks restraint is death, only a
namer lives because ignorance has vanished from his mind. These
people live in greatest darkness. They say, giving up your faith,
adopt our religion. This is their greatest mistake. They hold up fear
of death to people. Enlightened persons know that soul always,
always lives; no death can be found in the soul. They live life in
accordance with their principles and they never hesitate in laying
down their lives. Your grandfather Guru, protecting the forehead
mark and sacred thread of the Hindus, did an epoch-making exploit.
He gave his head but did not give up his principles. The grandfather
of your grandfather was boiled in water in a cauldron. Instead of
cursing, he cheerfully did the will of God and made a great sacrifice.
Dear children, every sacrifice brings light and strength into a society
which has gone dead. Therefore don’t be afraid, if the head is cut,
let it be cut but never give up the true faith under fear or tempted
by greed. Your grandfather is coming to take you, all are bound for
the city of Immortal God. Your father is playing a wonderful drama,
he is all-arted, all capable; with one thought wave he can destroy
all, everything. But here in this world one Waheguru exists in His
fullness, therefore, whom to curse? Therefore, putting up with great
personal inconvenience, he is highlighting the great subtle qualities.
Making an ideal man between whom and God there exists no
difference, assume the Khalsa ideal, he fashioned an extremely great
man in the form of the Khalsa. The immense greatness of your father
is not be interpreted born out of fear of death. Rather death is to be
embraced with smiles like a beloved. The immortal life will issue
from this death.
Next day the younger princes are produced in the court of the
Nawab of Sirhind. At that time, all the low ranking and high ranking
generals were present in the court. The princes were in a fearless
state, their innocence and looks of love showed no fear. Their faces
were beaming. Seeing them, many were reminded of their own
children and many in their heart of hearts were saying how they
are to blame in order to punish them. Then the Nawab said, your
father has been killed yesterday, your brothers, too, have died in
the battle at Chamkaur. Now you are innocent, your aged
grandmother is with you. I am moved to pity for you. We want
that you, leaving the faith of the infidels, adopt great Islam. At that
very moment both the brothers exchanged glances and wearing the
looks of self respect on the faces, said Respected Guru of Truth who is our father,

Who in the world can kill him?

ÃÌÆ ÃÇå×¹ð Ü¯ ÇêåÅ ÔîÅðÅ¨
Ü× îÇÔ Õ½é ÃÕÇÔ ÇåÔ îÅðÅÍÍ
Suraj Parkash Granth, P. 5952
He is capable of all arts and all things. None in the world is
born who can kill him. Who can kill the sky? Can anyone stop a
storm even if one tried? Who can get the mountain moving? Who
can stop the race of the sun or the moon? Our father appeared in
this world to start true religion and to end every trace of unwisdom.
Listening to these words of the princes, all the men in the court were
wonder-struck. At that time the Qazi said, “Children don’t use the
Sikh way of greeting in the court; as against this make seven bows"
and he illustrated it by bending. At that time both looked at each
other and said that we know whom to bow to. If we come across a
beloved of the Primal God, or of Allah, we long for his feetdust, let
alone bowing to him. We know whom to respect. By bowing to
those beloveds of Allah, we get the grace of Allah. Our heads are
holy and pure because Allah has made our bodies His home. That’s
the reason why we can bow to the beloveds of Gods. To brutes,
dacoits, liars & infidels our heads can never bow. Remember, in the
Tenth door, God lives. There His flame burns with full force. You
are devoid of love for God, you are empty dead bodies. The current
of life does not pass through you, therefore, why should we bow to
you?
Then a voice said, "These children have no fear at all. Why?"

The children replied, "Only he is afraid who has committed a
crime, who has sinned against the will of Allah. We wish the wellbeing of all. Our father also says so. You come attacking, you try to
take away the right to live. If we fight back, you consider it a crime.
How is it a crime?"
God always sees and hears everything, O my life.
It is he who commits sins who fears.
Whoever bears a pure heart within, O my life
That devotee has cast out all fears.

ÔÇð ò¶ÖË Ã¹äË Çéå Ãí¹ ÇÕÛ° î¶ðÆ ÇÜ¿ç¹óÆÂ¶
Ã¯ âðË ÇÜÇé êÅê Õîå¶ ðÅî¨
ÇÜÃ¹ Á³åð¹ ÇÔðçÅ Ã¹è¹ ÔË î¶ðÆ ÇÜ¿ç¹óÆÂ¶
ÇåÇé ÜÇé ÃÇí âð Ã¹Çà Øå¶ ðÅî¨

P. 540

At that time an inflamed Finance Minister of the name of Sucha
Nand Khatri sat in the court. Turning a blind eye to the decorum
appropriate to his high office, he spoke, “Look, be wise, the offspring
of snakes can never throw out nectar from their mouths. They too,
are the offspring of snakes. Happiness of Allah, the Pure, can be
obtained by finishing off these baby snakes.” The Nawab listened
to him carefully, and addressing the children said, "children, you do
not know about the royal way of life. But we wish that you give up
the faith of the infidels and adopting Islam, obey its shariat, the
fundamental code of Islamic conduct. Full arrangements will be
made to bring you up. You will be married to the daughters of
Nawabs and we’ll respect you as our pirs (teachers)."
Right then both the princes said, “Our religion is complete.
Adoption of a religion means intention to meet Allah, the pure. It
means to have a glimpse of God, it means complete absorption in
God. No one ever lives in the world, all who come here must depart.
One who has attained to God, his coming into this world is a success.
The path preached by Guru Nanak is the spiritual Path in which
there is no hostility to anyone, all are called partners. The enclosing
wall of the world is so common that the whole world can be taken
in an embrace. What Islam are you talking of? Do you obey the
teachings of Islam? If you say yes, it's wrong. You do not recognize
any goodness, you do not follow any religion. You are infidels not
faithfuls. Offering the Quran as a guarantor to our father, you had
said, evacuate the fort, we’ll do no harm to you. The hill chiefs did
the same, offering the Gita and the cow as guarantors. You threw
the sacredness of the Quran to the winds, who is a greater infidel
than you, who, offering the scripture as a guarantor did not stick to
the pledge? Trying to include us too in this group of such infidels
and making us obey the shariat! Remember that one who did not
obey the word of Allah relayed through the Prophet, that infidel will
not get any place in the court of God. He will be thrown into hells
and he will have to bear pain -

Says Farid, death is visible just as the opposite bank of the
river.
Beyond the hell burns loud, cries echo and quiver.

ëðÆçÅ îÀ°åË çÅ ì¿éÅ Â¶òË ÇçÃË ÇÜÀ° çðÆÁÅòË ãÅÔÅ¨
Á×Ë ç¯ÜÕ° åÇêÁÅ Ã¹äÆÁË ÔÈñ êòË ÕÅÔÅÔÅ¨
P. 1383
No one lived for ever in the world. If you look at your own
history carefully, you will wonder where your forefathers have gone;
Akbar had a great name, he was religious-minded. Our father told
us that, freeing himself from illusions, he came to Guru Amardass
for blessings and he took common kitchen meals sitting in a row
with others like an ordinary visitor. In his empire Hindus, Muslims,
infidels etc. all were considered human beings. No one was
discriminated against. You are trying to put out the burning flame
which says that man is just man, he can’t be divided on the basis of
creeds. Whether one is a Hindu, whether one is a Muslim all long
to live with self-respect. After a very long time independent life has
been obtained. If man’s freedom be snatched from him, how angry
Allah can be will be known when you reach the court of God, when
you will undergo punishments. There you will not get anything
other than weeping and wailing. You could not understand our
father. He says whether one is a Rafzi, whether one is a hermit,
whether one is a yogi, or a pir, a scholar, a theologian or whatever,
he is man first. Bodies of all have been made by the five elements,
the eyes through which men see are the same, their ears are also
similar, their words are also similar. Similar is the composition of
their bodies. The natures of men are also similar. Some have more
vice; some try to keep themselves free from it. The shapes of all
men are the same. How can man be separated from man? Our father
calls it ignorance to divide man from man by shutting him up in
creeds. Our father gives as much respect to the Hindu temples, to
the Shiva temple and to the other temples as to the mosque. One
Waheguru, the Wondrous God, is same for all. Some call him Allah,
some call him Ram, some call him Rahim (the merciful), all love the
self same one God. All meditate on the one same God. The same
one form of God exists in fullness in all the world. The same Light
by giving power to all is making them work. Just tell us by making
us follow shariat what kind of chasm can you put between us and
other man? We get up in the ambrosial morning, clean our bodies
with water, then we contemplate God, the Provider; we repeat His
Name, we love the world as the form of God because we have been
given the sagacity that all this world was born of One Light. The
Gurbani, the Song Celestial, again & again teaches us lest we should
forget that God is in the people and people are in God. He lives in
His fullness in every good & in every bad person. He lives in all in
the Tenth door. Just look, the potter makes so many pots of the same
clay, different kinds of things are stored in the pots, exactly the same
thing can be taken out as was stored in them, but the clay was the

same, wasn’t it? To cut short we believe that the same light of Allah
pervades you as well as us all. We acknowledge that whatever is
happening is happening according to His Will. One who has
understood His will, can be called a man. Till one gets attached to
a Perfect Guru through initiation, the pure eye which can see Allah
does not open. We fail to understand which shariat you are talking
of. You obey neither the teachings of the Quran nor the directions
given in it. What kind is your law which is bent on killing the
innocent? Just tell us what wrong our father, our mothers, our
brothers had done. Having thrown us in the prison, you are talking
nonsense. We can’t see a single person in this assembly who can
speak the truth. All liars have gathered here. You are bent on doing
injustice. You ask us to bow to salute. Respected Nawab! Truth can
be bowed to; no one bows to falsehood. The real bowing is from
the heart. Our Gurus proclaim that bowing the head serves no
purpose till the mind does not bow. All these ideas are embodied
in the writing of Guru, the emperor One man shaving his head is accepted as a hermit.
Another as a yogi, a celibate, a third as a continent.
Some men are Hindus and others Muslims;
Among the latter are Imams, shafais and Rafzis.
Know that all men are of the same caste-humanity.
The Creator and the beneficent are the same.
The Provider and the Merciful are the same;
Let no man even by mistake suppose there is a difference.
Worship the one God who is the one divine Guru for all;
Know that His Form is one and that,
He is the one light diffused in all.

Õ¯À± íÇÂú î¹¿âÆÁÅ Ã¿ÇéÁÅÃÆ, Õ¯À± Ü¯×Æ íÇÂú
Õ¯ÂÆ ìÌÔîÚÅðÆ Õ¯À± ÜåÆÁé° îÅéì¯¨
ÇÔ¿çÈ å°ðÕ Õ¯À± ðÅëÜÆ ÇÂîÅî ôÅëÆ,
îÅéÃ ÕÆ ÜÅå ÃìË Â¶ÕË êÔÚÅéì¯¨
ÕðåÅ ÕðÆî Ã¯ÂÆ ðÅÜÕ ðÔÆî úÂÆ,
çÈÃð¯ é í¶ç Õ¯ÂÆ íÈñ ízî îÅéì¯¨
Â¶Õ ÔÆ ÕÆ Ã¶ò Ãí ÔÆ Õ¯ ×¹ðç¶ò Â¶Õ,
Â¶Õ ÔÆ ÃðÈê ÃìË Â¶ÕË Ü¯å ÜÅéì¯¨
ç¶ÔðÅ îÃÆå Ã¯ÂÆ êÈÜÅ Á½ ÇéòÅÜ úÂÆ,
îÅéÃ ÃìË Â¶Õ êË Áé¶Õ Õ¯ ízîÅÀ° ÔË¨
ç¶òåÅ Áç¶ò Ü¼Û ×¿èÌì å°ðÕ ÇÔ¿çÈ,
ÇéÁÅð¶ ÇéÁÅð¶ ç¶Ãé Õ¶ í¶Ã Õ¯ êÌíÅÀ° ÔË¨
Â¶ÕË éËé Â¶ÕË ÕÅé Â¶ÕË ç¶Ô Â¶ÕË ìÅé,
ÖÅÕ ìÅç ÁÅåÃ Á½ ÁÅì Õ¯ ðñÅÀ° ÔË¨
ÁñÔ Áí¶Ö Ã¯ÂÆ ê¹ðÅé ÁË Õ°ðÅé úÂÆ,
Â¶Õ ÔÆ ÃðÈê ÃìË Â¶Õ ÔÆ ìéÅÀ° ÔË¨
Akal Ustat (In Praise of the Timeless)
By The Tenth Master

God first created Light; all else to His power subject.
Since from one Light is the whole world created,
Who is noble, who is inferior?
Folks, brethren! be not lost in illusion.
The Creator is in the creation; in the creation lives the Creator.
Pervasive everywhere
One clay has the Creator shaped in innumerable forms;
Neither is the clay vessel defective nor the Potter
The holy One in all lives; all happens as by Him Willed.
Whoever His order realizes and know him to be sole,
Alone deserves to be called God’s servant.

ÁòÇñ ÁñÔ é±ð¹ À°êÅÇÂÁÅ Õ¹çðÇå Õ¶ Ãí ì¿ç¶¨
Â¶Õ é±ð å¶ Ãí¹ Ü×¹ À°êÇÜÁÅ ÕÀ°é íñ¶ Õ¯ î³ç¶¨
ñ¯×Å íðÇî é íÈñÔ¹ íÅÂÆ¨
ÖÅÇñÕ° ÖñÕ ÖñÕ îÇÔ ÖÅÇñÕ° êÈÇð ðÇÔú ÃÌì á»ÂÆ¨
îÅàÆ Â¶Õ Áé¶Õ í»Çå ÕÇð ÃÅÜÆ ÃÅÜéÔÅðË¨
éÅ ÕÛ° ê¯Ú îÅàÆ Õ¶ í»â¶ é ÕÛ° ê¯Ú Õ°¿íÅðË¨
Ãí îÇÔ ÃÚÅ Â¶Õ¯ Ã¯ÂÆ ÇåÃ ÕÅ ÕÆÁÅ Ãí¹ ÕÛ° Ô¯ÂÆ¨
Ô¹Õî¹ êÛÅéË Ã¹ Â¶Õ¯ ÜÅéË ì¿çÅ ÕÔÆÁË Ã¯ÂÆÍÍ
P. 1350
The Nawab could match no answer to this reply and the
wicked band too, could, match no answer to it. They were given a
sweet but true talking to by the young princes. Their inner trembled
somewhat. But having sinned repeatedly their minds had hardened,
petrified so much that a little light could not awake them from sleep.
They were incurable cases; the only remedy likely to be effective in
their cases was that their soul should be released from the body and
to finish the filthy body. If one is infected by cancer, the doctors
excise the flesh upto long distance upto where they suspect the roots
have spread. The whole court was amazed. Many kinds of words
were said. Many questions were asked. At last they were sent back
to Mother Gujri. Later it was resolved that as long as they are with
the Mother, she would continue to give them a lesson in courage
and steadfastness. The Princes Zorawar Singh and Fateh Singh were
going up the stairs of the cold tower. Already the Mother was
waiting for them. She took both the children in her arms and pressed
them to her heart. She said, my dear sons, you look cheerful, you
are perfected yogis, who look at profit and loss, happiness and
sadness, praise and blame, hope and despair with the same eyes.
Your father has granted you spiritual wisdom. To me it appears they
(the rulers) must have maltreated you but you, maintaining your
mental equilibrium, have transcended happiness and sadness. My
dear sons, just tell me what happened in the Nawab’s court. Then
taking turns sometimes Fateh Singh spoke and sometimes Zorawar
spoke saying, Grannie, they wanted us to observe shariat by adopting
Islam. The replies given above were repeated. The Mother was very
happy and said, “Sons, this body is perishable. What is born is to
die. But truth will always go with man. To change one’s faith, being
afraid of death, is cowardice. Their memory endures who earn a

name in this world. Becoming a light-house to the helpless and to
those who have strayed from the path, it shows the way."
No food was served to them, but the children did not complain;
but a well wisher did bring some milk by stealth. Both the princes
had a sip each. They thanked Waheguru, the Wondrous God, as a
giver to all, as He the giver of all mankind
Lest He should slip from my mind.

ÃíéÅ ÜÆÁÅ ÕÅ ÇÂÕ° çÅåÅ

Ã¯ îË ÇòÃÇð é ÜÅÂÆ¨

P. 2

The Princes told the Mother that they say that your father has
been martyred. They also told the mother that they say their armies
have cut them to ribbons in the battlefield. We said that upholding
the conduct of the warrior class, they have gone to live in the realm
of God - the region of truth. Don’t you say they have been killed.
Only the wicked and the vicious die; saints always live. They have
known their real spiritual self. The soul is not born, nor does it die;
it does not come from anywhere nor does it go anywhere. It’s just
a game of God playing.
The Mother also heard from the Princes that Prince Ajit Singh
and Jujhar Singh had attained martyrdom. Many times the idea
crossed her mind that had we not asked Guru, the emperor, to
evacuate the fort, they would not have been put to this trouble and
not made to undergo worst kind of distress. The talk was still in
progress when the soldiers came and they separated the Princes from
Mother Gujri. When they were leaving, the Mother said to them,
“You, remember the martyrdom of your great grandfather Guru
Arjun, the emperor, and always remember the story of what
happened in Delhi to your grandfather. This is the practice in our
family that if the head goes, let it go but do not stain the name of
your family. Get martyred but do not bring dishonour to the mother
who gave birth to you. Let not even one spot of ink be seen on the
character sheet of your father."
The soldiers lead the Princes away. On the second day they
are again produced in the court. There is a great crowd today and a
lot of public has come to hear the decision of the court with regard
to these children. Many cry in their heart of hearts, but do not let
the feelings come on their faces. Today again the order to bow and
salute was given. They said we can touch our foreheads with the
feetdust of those dyed in the love of God. We long for the feetdust
of such friends. Not to speak of bowing, we even do not want to
look at the liars. Our father knew that, by placing the Gita and the
cow in one plate and the Quran in the other, you were deceiving
us, you were cheating us. But our father demonstrated that, if we
do not protect the honour of the sacred Quran and the sacred Gita,
then, who will? What a great importance he gave to your religion!

But you are liars.
The question asked earlier was repeated and the Princes again
expressed their view. Today in the court sat Moghuls, Pathans,
ministers, warriors and generals. Outside a great crowd had
gathered. In this assembly were present Hindus, the Khatris, the
banias (the traders) and other inhabitants of the city. The Pathans of
Morinda also sat there. Many were seated, many were standing on
their feet. Among them was present the Finance Minister of the
Nawab, named Suchanand, the Khatri, who being inflamed, scowled
at the children. He was a descendant of the family of Chandu, the
Finance Minister. Said the Nawab, “Children, yesterday, too, we tried
to reason with you, that you should adopt the Muslim shariat. You
will be accorded great honour. You will be brought up like the
children of the rich people and you will be given many villages as
fife to support yourself. When you grow up you will own horses,
chariots etc and you will possess a lot of wealth. You will be made
the generals of the army."
At that time a kind of anger appeared on the face of Zorawar
Singh, the shine of redness suffused his lovely face and a look at
his eyes indicated that there is a great protest in his mind. At that
moment Fateh Singh said, “Brother just as our forefathers held fast
to their faith and earned the greatest praises of the world, the three
worlds are ringing with their praises - it becomes us to sacrifice
ourselves in a similar manner -

Me and you their
sacrifice becomes,
To uproot them, to
give heads to the
Muslims.
Hinduism again will
awakened be
The
bodies
are
perishable, you just
see,
To bring him into
the Islamic fold
To grandfather they
offered much wealth,
gold,
L o f t i e s t
righteousness,
patience he assumed,
With a kick of foot
he spurned,
Down all these offers he turned.

Ôî å°î Õ¯ Çåî ÕÆ ìÇé ÁÅòË¨ ÇÃð ÇçÔ¹ å°ðÕÇé îÈñ
×òÅòËºÍ
ÇÔ¿çÈ èðî ÜÅ× ÔË ë¶ðÍ åé ÃÇí éÅôò¿å ÔÆ Ô¶Çð¨36¨
çÆé ÇìÖË ñÝÅòé Õ¶ Ô¶åÍ ÕÔÝ¯ ÇêåÅî¶ Õ¯ ìÔ¹ ç¶ÇåÍ
èðî è¹ð¿èð èÆðÜ èÅðÆÍ ÇÂé ÕÇÔé¶ êð êéÔÆ îÅðÆ¨37¨
×¹ðêÌåÅê ÃÈðÜ ×Ì¿æ
Again they began, he performed the righteous exploit, he gave
his head but held fast to his decision. Similarly let us perform this
exploit with firm determination in the world. Our family, having
the mark of prime purity of Respected Mother Sita and Shri Ram
Chander, the king of kings, derives from them. The Bedis and the
Sodhis are the branches of the self same great purity of the family.
Just as the roots of a tree remain in the earth, but it’s branches, leaves,
flowers, fruits are visible outside - let’s recognize our proud heritage
and lay down our lives with fullest determination.
To show the world, greatest exploit undertake.
Keep your mind fixed, stable
Don’t let it waver or shake.
Greatest of all our family be,
Protect its honour with generosity.

Çåî ôÅÕÅ Ü× å°î ÇçÖðÅò¯Í
îé Õ¯ Çæð ÕÇð éÔÄ â°ñÅò¯Í
Ãðì Çôð¯îÇä ì¿Ã ÔîÅðÅÍ
ðÅÖÔ¹ ÇåÃ ÕÆ ñÅÜ À°çÅðÅ¨38¨
(Sri Guru Pratap Suraj Granth, P. 5952)

When the elder brother heard this reply of the younger brother
then, he said, we reject the shariat of such liars. We can not at all
pollute our religion and said that a practice runs in our family, we
sacrifice our heads but we do not renounce our faith. Brother Fateh
Singh, these sinners are out to commit the stonehard sin; every drop
of our blood will uproot their empire.
The sinner in order to kill,
Sin itself is strong enough still.

êÅêÆ Õ¶ îÅðé¶ Õ¯ êÅê îÔ» ìñÆÍ
Elder, patient words from the younger heard.
With anger in his eyes, Jujhar Singh said.
The shariat with a kick spurn we,
To defile our religion we won’t agree.
In our family a practice runs down the way,
Not faith but to give our heads away.
Your roots in order to tear,
To give our heads we’ll not fear.

Ã¹é¶ Áé°Ü å¶ èÆðÜ ìËéÍ
ÕÔÝ¯ ÷¯ðÅòð ÇÃ¿Ø ÇðÃ éËé ôð·Å ÃÆÃ Ôî êéÔÆ îÅðËºÍ
èðî ÁÅêé¯ éÔÄ Çì×ÅðËº¨39¨
Ôîð¶ ì¿Ã ðÆÇå ÇÂî ÁÅÂÆÍ
ÃÆÃ ç¶Çå êð èðî é ÜÅÂÆÍ
å°îðÆ Üð» À°ÖÅðÇé Ô¶åÍ
Ôî éÇÔº âðêÇÔº×¶ ÇÃð ç¶Çå¨40ÍÍ
(Suraj Parkash Granth, P. 5952)
Began they, how can you mislead us? You try to mislead us
by holding out false allurements. They are to be left in the world
itself. Very great men came into the world, they had their ways,
and in the end, were reduced to a handful of dust. Just leave them
aside, very great incarnations of God (avatars), religious teachers (pirs),
Muslim saints (aulias) and ascetics, no one lives forever in the world.
One Shiva was born, one died and another was born again.
There have been many incarnations of Ram Chander and
Krishan.
How many Brahmas and Vishnus have been there.
How many Vedas and Puranas, how many collections of
Simritis have been and gone.
How many preachers and Madars, how many castors and
Polluxes.
How many part incarnations have succumbed to death.
How many priests and prophets have been there.
They are so many that they can’t be counted.
From dust they sprang and to dust they returned.

Â¶Õ Çôò íÂ¶ Â¶Õ ×Â¶ Â¶Õ ë¶ð íÂ¶,

ðÅî Ú¿çz Ç´ôé Õ¶ ÁòåÅð íÆ Áé¶Õ ÔËº¨
ìÌÔîÅ Áð¹ Çìôé Õ¶å¶ ì¶ç Á½ ê¹ðÅé Õ¶å¶,
ÇÃ¿ÇîÌÇå ÃîÈÔé Õ¶ Ô¹ÇÂ Ô¹ÇÂ ÇìåÅÂ¶ ÔËº¨
î¯éçÆ îçÅð Õ¶å¶ ÁÃ¹éÆ Õ°îÅð Õ¶å¶,
Á³ÃÅ ÁòåÅð Õ¶å¶ ÕÅñ ìÃ íÂ¶ ÔËº¨
êÆð Á½ ÇêÕ»ìð Õ¶å¶ ×é¶ é êðå Â¶å¶,
íÈî ÔÆ å¶ Ô¹ÇÂÕË ë¶ð íÈî ÔÆ ÇîñÂ¶ ÔËº¨

Akal Ustat

Yogis, continents, celibates, and very great kings,
The shadows of whose umbrellas extended for many miles.
Who wandered subduing kingdoms and crushing the pride of
very great kings.
Sovereigns like Maan and lords of the umbrella like Dilip
Great kings who prided themselves on the strength of their
arms.
Proud men like Darius, like the Delhi kings and like
Duryodhana,
Having enjoyed the earth in their turn at last were blended
with it.

Ü¯×Æ ÜåÆ ìÌÔîÚÅðÆ ìâ¶ ìâ¶ ÛåzèÅðÆ
Ûåz ÔÆ ÕÆ ÛÅÇÂÁÅ ÕÂÆ Õ¯Ã ñ¯ Úñå ÔËº¨
ìâ¶ ìâ¶ ðÅÜé Õ¶ çÅìå ÇëðÇå ç¶Ã
ìâ¶ ìâ¶ íÈêé Õ¶ çÌê Õ¯ çñå° ÔËº¨
îÅé Ã¶ îÔÆê Á½ ÇçñÆê Õ¶ Ã¶ ÛåzèÅðÆ,
ìâ¯ ÁÇíîÅé í¹Ü ç¿â Õ¯ Õðå ÔËº¨
çÅðÅ Ã¶ ÇçñÆÃð çzÜ¯èé Ã¶ îÅéèÅðÆ,
í¯× í¯× íÈî Á³å íÈ¿î îË Çîñå ÔËº¨

Akal Ustat

These materials will be left right here in this world. From
out of you came a Mahmood who plundered India, perpetrated many
cruelties, looted lots of wealth; did he take it to the next world?
Our first Guru gave a lesson to Karoon, saying Money belongs to one who spends to live comfortably
Who gives and makes others give as God’s will be.
One who doesn’t keep back, who doesn’t eat hidden,
You know the hearts, truly, he goes to heaven.

çîóÅ ÇåÃÆ ÕÅ Ü¯ ÖðÚË Áð ÖÅÇÂ¨
ç¶òË ÇçñÅòË ðÜÅòË Ö¹çÅÇÂ¨
Ô¯åÅ é ðÅÖË ÁÕ¶ñÅ é ÖÅÇÂ¨
åÔÕÆÕ ÇçñçÅéÆ òÔÆ Çíôå ÜÅÇÂ¨

éÃÆÔå éÅîÅ

Friends, why do you err, your righteousness alone will go to
God’s court? Who is that fool who attaches himself to the petty
materials of the world in order to hang his head in shame in God’s
court. Bear it in mind, “We’ll sacrifice ourselves. You don’t know
how terrible a tempest will blow! It will shake you to the roots.
You are going to commit that crime which no law of any legal code
allows.”

Then in great anger Sucha Nand began to speak, “I also come
from the Khatri clan. Look, I, too, am with them. We get along well
together. I occupy such a big position. Children, don’t talk rot. At
that time Prince Jujhar Singh said, “You are a fallen Khatri; our
forefathers have said “The Khatris have renounced their true duty.
They have adopted the language of foreigners firmly.
The whole earth reduced to caste of doers of wrong doers.
The fervour for religion is gone.

ÖåzÆÁÅ å èðî¹ Û¯ÇâÁÅ îñ¶Û íÅÇÖÁÅ ×ÔÆ¨
ÇÃÌÃÇà Ãí ÇÂÕ òðé Ô¯ÂÆ èðî ÕÆ ×Çå ðÔÆ¨

P. 663

Your duty was the protection of the country. The foreigners
came and dishonoured the country; they molested the womenfolk.
You should die of the shock of this dishonour because the real Khatri
is one One brave in good deeds is a Khatri,
And who employs his body in charity.
He searches out the battlefield,
To sow seeds of sacrifice in it
Such a Khatri is approved in God’s court.

ÖåzÆ Ã¯ Ü¹ ÕðîÅ ÕÅ ÃÈð¹¨ ê¹¿é çÅé ÕÅ ÕðË ÃðÆð¹¨
Ö¶å° êÛÅäË ìÆÜË çÅé°¨ Ã¯ ÖåzÆ çð×Ô êðòÅä°¨
P. 1411
We are fully ready to sacrifice ourselves, we’ll not renounce
our faith. At that time that Suchanand, better styled Liar Nand (the
name Suchanand means son of purity, truth. In Sikhism for his
dastardly role in getting the younger princes executed, he is called

Jhutha Nand - son of lies or Liar Nand, opposite of Suchanand contemptuously) looked at the Nawab who was in serious thought;
a ray of compassion and justice was about to bring light to his mind.
But Suchanand said, "Respected Nawab, these children are not milk
drinking infants, they are not afraid at all. If they grow up, they
will be much more dangerous than even their father. It’s better these
baby snakes are crushed right now."
Death sentence by bricking them up alive was passed. The
description of Mahi was later given the following words of poetry
by an Urdu poet Sentences to take life were passed

on one
Zeal to sacrifice implanted in the heart
on the other
Parents placed stones on hearts
on one
Stonehearts were throwing stones on rubies
on the other
Brickbats on a delicate body fell
on the one
The gods were raining flowers
on the other
The sentences of Qazis
on the one
There were Princes of the Guru
on the other
Brickbats and stones
on the one
Iron determination
on the other
The preparation to die
on the one
The joys of the world
on the other
The faith of religion
on one
The emperor's power
on the other
The satisfying morning
on the one
The ignorant evening
on the other
Shining stars
on one
The dark clouds
on the other

side,
side.
side,
side.
side,
side.
side,
side.
side,
side.
side,
side.
side,
side.
side,
side.
side,
side.

The delicate bodies
Killer's sword
Face with looks of good men
The bloody looks of men
The shouts of glee
The sighs of people
The innocent children
The whole world
Don't be discouraged, friends
The Great Hearted is

on one side,
on the other side.
on the one side,
on the other side.
on one side,
on the other side.
on one side,
on the other side.
on one side.

ÜÅé ñ¶ ñ¶é¶ Õ¶ ëåò¶ ñ× ðÔ¶ æ¶ ÇÂÕ åðë,
ô½Õ ì¶ êÌòÅÔ Õ¶ â¶ð¶ ñ× ðÔ¶ æ¶ ÇÂÕ åðë,
ð¼Ö ñÆÂ¶ î» ìÅê é¶ ÃÆé¶ êË ê¼æð ÇÂÕ åðë,
Ú¹¿é ðÔ¶ æ¶ Ã¿× Ççñ ñÅñ¯º êË êæð ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
æÅ åé¶ éÅ÷Õ êË Ç×ðåÅ ÂÆºà ê¼æð ÇÂÕ åðë,
Õð ðÔ¶ æ¶ ç¶òåÅ ëÈñ¯º ÕÆ ìðÖÅ ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
ÇÂÕ åðë ÕÅ÷Æ Õ¶ ëåò¶, ÃÅÔ÷Åç¶ ÇÂÕ åðë,
ÂÆºà ê¼æð ÇÂÕ åðë, ÁÅÔéÆ ÇÂðÅç¶ ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
ÇÜ¿ç×ÅéÆ ÇÂÕ åðë, îðé¶ Õ¶ ÃÅîÅé ÇÂÕ åðë,

ÇÂÕ åðë ÁÅñî ÕÆ Ö¹ôÆÁ» Á½ð ÂÆîÅé ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
èðî ÂÆî» ÇÂÕ åðë, ð¹Ôñå ÔÕ±îå ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
Ã¹ìÅÔ ÃÅçÕ ÇÂÕ åðë, ôÅî¶ ÜÔÅñå ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
îÅÔ¶ êÅð¶ ÇÂÕ åðë, åÅðÆÕ ìÅçñ ÇÂÕ åðë,
ÇÜÃî éÅÜÕ ÇÂÕ åðë, ÃîôÆð ÕÅåñ ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
ðÈÂ¶ ÇÂéÃÅé ÇÂÕ åðë, ÖÈ¿éÆ Çé×ÅÔ¶º ÇÂÕ åðë,
ÇÂÕ åðë æ¶ Õ°ÔÕ¶, ñ¯×¯º ÕÆ ÁÅÔ¶º ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
ÇÂÕ åðë îÅÃÈî ì¼Ú¶ ºÁ½ð ÷îÅé» ÇÂÕ åðë,
Ççñ Õ¯ ì¶×Åé» é Õðé», ÁËÔñ¶ Ççñ ÕÅ ÇÂÕ åðëÍ
ÃëðéÅîÅ å¶ ÜëðéÅîÅ, ê³éÅ - BCC
The Princes were bricked up in the wall but the wall declined
to give space to them; the heart of the wall burst; bricks scattered;
the children who had fainted due to cold fell on the ground.
Meanwhile two executioners came; they placed their knees on the
chests of the children and beheaded them. This is that tragic story
which is difficult to listen to and to narrate.
When the mother came to know about it, she thanked God
that her grandsons fought a determined battle like brave men. They
gave their heads but did not renounce their faith. The mother was a
perfected yogi because when Respected Guru Teg Bahadur (her
husband) was engaged in austerity of meditation at Baba Bakala, she
practiced a variety of ascestic ways, sitting outside the underground
cell of the Guru. Just as Mother Jito Ji had, at will, cast out her lifebreath, in the same way Mother Gujri contemplated the lotusfeet of
God. The memory of Respected Guru Teg Bahadur (her husband)
came before her eyes, she cast out her life breath by opening the
brahm randhra (The Tenth door of the body). The proclamation of
the Guru runs A gurmukh comes and goes as he pleases.

×¹ðî¹ÇÖ ÁÅòË ÜÅÇÂ ÇéÃ¿×¹¨

P. 932

In the house of the Guru there are many examples when Guru’s
disciples cast off their body at will and having done so again entered
the body at will.
The Tenth Master listened very patiently to the narration of
the martyrdom of the younger Princes from Mahi who had been
sent to Sirhind to get the news. Guru, the Emperor, was
spontaneously removing the soil with his small sword from round
a reed (Saccharam spontaneum). All of sudden, His Holiness, the
Guru pulled himself together, and saw that from the eyes of all the
listeners, who sat together round him, a flood of tears streamed
down. Nobody was left with strength enough to speak. Their throats
were choked; Rai Kala, too, sat silent amidst a flood of tears.
Suddenly breaking this silence, Guru, the King of Kings, said, “Mahi
tell me one thing that, when this sentence of the greatest distress of
bricking the Princes up alive was passed, wasn’t there even one
person in the whole assembly who protested against it and raised

the voice of dissent?” At that time Mahi said, “O Emperor, when
death sentence was passed, then, the Nawab said to the Malerkotlians,
“Here, I hand over the sons of your enemy to you. You take revenge
of your brother who was killed by Guru Gobind Singh in the battle
at Chamkaur. Take full revenge by beheading these children with a
sword.”
At that time the Malerkotla brothers stood up from their seats
and began to say, “Respected Nawab, you ask us to kill these milktaking tots who do not even know which thing goes in their favour
and which goes against. Can’t you see your own children are the
same age? What crime have these children committed? At their age
a father carrying them on his shoulders takes them round a fair.
Respected Nawab! you broke pledges, we kept silent. But now
cruelty has exceeded all bounds. You have thrown the teachings of
the sacred Quran down the drain into a dark well. And in the
darkness of dirty mind, you are sentencing these milk-taking tots
to death, to bricking them up alive in a wall. How innocent these
children are! What lofty thoughts they have! From not even one thing
connected with them does it become clear that they are enemies of
anyone. They are the ones who see Allah's light in everyone. Won’t
the earth burst when such innocents will be killed? We refuse to
join you in this disgusting drama filled with cruelty. Invoking Allah,
we stop you from this saying, if you want to take revenge, take it
from Guru Gobind Singh, the lion, by challenging him, who has
escaped from the clutches of all.
To take revenge by killing innocent children is a task which
befits cowards. From the depths of our heart, we give vent to our
disagreement with this proposal of yours. Raising our objections to
it, we walk out of this drama of sin and this assembly of
wickedness." So saying, they walked out of the court.
Mahi began to say, “Lord! Listening to these words, once a
pall of silence fell on the whole court. The Nawab, too, became
thoughtful. But that wicked Khatri named Suchanand, but the fiend
should be named Juthanand (Liarnand), said in great anger, “We
don’t agree with any thing said by the Malerkotla group. The
sentence of death will push the heart of the enemy fully into the
depths of depression. Even if we fail to lay hands on him, yet the
profound grief of the deaths of his sons will eat into the vitals of
his heart. These children should not at all be set free nor should
their grandmother be pardoned. The Nawab has decided to get them
bricked up alive in a wall and I am in 100 % agreement with him."
Mahi said, “Emperor! listening to the poisonous words of that
evil-minded person, the atmosphere of the whole court changed. No
other person protested; rather they expressed agreement with the
Nawab. Crying bitterly, Mahi told all these details. Guru, the
Emperor, consoled him. On this side the narration comes to an end.

On the other Guru, the Emperor, uprooted a reed plant and, taking
it in his hand, he sat straight. Throwing it some distance away, he
said, “Where such violent outrage is perpetrated, Allah brings down
divine punishment there. This cruelty has uprooted the Moghul
empire." So saying, he uprooted the reed plant and threw it away.
Then Rai Kala who was of Muslim faith said, “Emperor, I, too, am
a Muslim. I have not committed any outrage. Shower your grace on
my family." Then giving the small sword of his sacred belt, he said,
“You have done an act of goodness. Your family roots will stay
green, till you continue to respect this sword. The day your
descendents wear it in their belt after you, your roots, too, will dry
up. But the Malerkotlian who inspired by values of humanity,
recognizing the presence of Khuda, God, raised a voice of dissent,
have protected the roots of their offspring. They will rule here. On
account of the words appropriate to human values which they used
for the Princes at that time, our brave warriors will do no harm to
them.
Turning his blessed head to face all the listeners, Guru, the
Emperor said, “No one lived for ever in the world. In accordance
with the order from God’s court, man comes here, then goes; all are
allotted numbered breaths, when the last breath is drawn, a being
leaves this world. It is foolish to hope for attachment in the
numbered breaths Fixed is the number of days and breaths
That to each by the Creator are given
Says Nanak they are fools strong
Gripped by doubt and attachment who want life to prolong.

ÙÇä ØÅñ¶ Ãí ÇçòÃ ÃÅÃ éÔ ìãé Øàé Çå« ÃÅð¨

ÜÆòé ñ¯ðÇÔ íðî î¯Ô éÅéÕ å¶À± ×òÅð¨
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This month of Poh (December-January) is a month of sacrifices
for the Khalsa fraternity, in which starting from Anandpur Sahib,
thousands of Singhs laid down their lives. The Princes got martyred.
Their fearlessness and their wisdom to fight a determined battle with
death and fervour for protection of their religion sent a wave of
life current in millions of cowards and many made up their mind
for ending this sin-laden rule.
It is very difficult to understand the acts of the Tenth Guru.
He did not give even a bit of thought to his own self. If he did
think, he thought that India, turning away from religion has hit the
lowest level of degeneration. In a way she died while still living.
To put life into these dejected shelterless people, he gave the great
gift of Nectar. A tidal wave surged forwards. Just a little after Guru,
the Emperor, merged in the Divine Light, the able leadership of
Banda Bahadur shook this oppressive rule to the roots. Punishing
the oppressors and the wicked in a just manner, he showed to the
world that righteousness always wins and unrighteousness leads to
destruction. Being inspired by these sacrifices, the Singhs started such
a movement whose every step was a step to “Chardi Kala” (Ever
High Spirits). Breaking on the wheels, being carded like cotton,
getting the scalps removed, getting cut up limb by limb, dying by
being burnt with cotton tied round the body, all this inspired these
Ever-ready-to-die Singhs, marjiwaras, that feeling of self-respect that
they were never ready to put up with living a life ruled by others.
The determined sacrifice of the Princes dispelled all fear from the
hearts of Indians. Their self respect awakened and they finished
oppression.
Today you are reading the story of lofty deeds. Friends, learn
that the source of all power is the Name of Waheguru and the
knowledge of Waheguru. For a Singh of the Guru death has no
meaning. It is just like taking off old clothes and putting on new
ones. The real thing that we should keep in mind is this that we
raise our life to such a level from where our fountain of love should
rain nectar on all. No one should consider you a stranger, rather
every one should own you as his. This is possible only if you have
the firm feeling that Waheguru lives in all. We all have sprung up
from the same one Light and all are one as a unit.
The Tenth Master was common to all humanity. He wanted to
bring truthful conduct in the world which in the Golden Age was,
found in man in all spontaneity. The man of the Golden Age saw
Waheguru everywhere. As against this the man of the Iron Age has
fully fallen from human nature and being at the level of a sprite is
creating boisterous uproar. In the Silver and Bronze Ages man was
at the level of human beings. But due to ego in them, the degree of
ignorance had increased in them. And they had started being

deprived of the glimpse of God existing in His fullness everywhere.
The ideals of the Tenth Guru are of that man whom he has termed
Khalsa (The Pure) who suffers from no religious illusions, in whom
the storm of the material illusions has changed to light, whose
servants like Bhai Ghanaya have lost the feeling that in this world
any enemy exists. It is evident from their life Put away from my mind is others’ envy
Ever since I attained the saints’ company.
No one my enemy, no one a stranger to me
I have become a friend to all.
What God does, with that I pleased be,
From the saints I got this wisdom.
One God pervades everything, everybody
I see and see Him to be in bloom fully.

ÇìÃÇð ×ÂÆ Ãí åÅÇå êðÅÂÆ¨
Üì å¶ ÃÅèÃ¿×Çå î¯ÇÔ êÅÂÆ¨
éÅ Õ¯ ìËðÆ éÔÆ Çì×ÅéÅ
Ã×ñ Ã¿Ç× Ôî ÕÀ° ìÇé ÁÅÂÆ¨
Ü¯ êÌí ÕÆé¯ Ã¯ íñ îÅÇéú
Â¶Ô Ã¹îÇå ÃÅèÈ å¶ êÅÂÆ¨
Ãí îÇÔ ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ êÌí¹ Â¶ÕË
ê¶ÇÖ ê¶ÇÖ éÅéÕ Çì×ÃÅÂÆÍÍ
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He himself lived the bani (the Song Celestial) of the Guru
Granth Sahib. Like rubbish he swept away and threw out from life
enmity towards anyone, revenge, meanness, the vile act of
dishonouring women. With the scissors of truth, the roots of envy,
calumny, backbiting, fear and violence the ugliness he swept out
from life and threw it out. Today the world stands in need of such
a man who with regard to his enemy can say, "Bhai Ghanaya your
eyes are perfectly O.K. You see the right thing, no doubt about it.
The will of one God is doing in this world. Now you, don’t just
serve water to the so-called enemies......."
Giving ointment and bandages, he says, “You serve water to
the injured; also apply ointment to the wounds and dress them so
that he gets well fast."
Lifting man from his meanness, I had fashioned a complete
man whom I named the Khalsa (The Pure) who came into being as
per the will of God.
God is always Kind, Merciful, Forgiving. A beloved friend of
His should also acquire all these qualities of the nature of God and
should save the whole world from darkness by becoming a lighthouse. It does not become us to use force. But when all courses of
action are finished, then, it is not a sin but a human right to end
that brute with arms after challenging him because one who takes
away the lives of others is a barbarian (malechha) and one who gives

life is a Khalsa, an angel.
"I have come to make the men of this world angels. I will go
after handing over this work to my tested Khalsa. My Khalsa will
be 'the contemplated’ of the world and it will be the leader. With
his blessed words, with his actions, with his thinking, with his
spiritual power, always longing for the good of the world, it would
really
say
from
the
depths
of
its
heart Says Nanak with the Name of God
The Chardi Kala (elation of spirits) comes
O God, let by Your will good be done to all.

éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ
å¶ð¶ íÅä¶ Ãðì¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍ
The martyrdom of the tiny tots will always inspire all to do
good. These lights are always, ever, immortal and immortal they
will ever remain.

